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MD2MD membership 2022+

Who? – You, the member

Who? – Operational business leaders

MD2MD membership is for operational
business leaders. You are right for
MD2MD if:
●

You are at the helm of a business
beyond startup (so with people to lead)
and below corporate (so not passing on
the operational decisions to
subsidiaries).

●

Your key challenge is motivating others
to work together as a team to achieve
an ambitious shared vision.

●

You have to decide how to manage and
meet the ambitions of your team, your
owners, your customers, your
community and indeed all your
stakeholders.

●

You have the practical challenge of
working out how to agree and achieve
the business plan and then delivering
against the plan.

●

You make or lead most of the decisions
as to whether to invest in sales, in
marketing, in product development or in
staff, or indeed whether to invest at all.

●

Decide who to hire, who to fire, who to
develop and who to redeploy.

MD2MD members all share the role of
leadership with you. They share with you the
need to unite a group of people to achieve an
ambitious vision, the need to manage people,
strategies and finances; and the need to
communicate, decide and execute.
“Joining MD2MD was one of my best
business decisions ever. I can categorically
say that I have won one contract as a direct
result of a single MD2MD meeting. That
contract alone generated in excess of
£165,000 profit for my business.”
Helen, Managing Director, AV Ltd
Core though to the success of MD2MD is that
we bring together groups of leaders who
approach that same challenge from very
different perspectives. Most people know their
industry and have lots of contacts within it. You
don’t need that from MD2MD. Instead MD2MD
surrounds you with people who think differently
and who don’t make the same assumptions as
you might.
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MD2MD never fails to give me new and
valuable ideas. This allows me to really
differentiate myself and increase my
effectiveness as Managing Director.

progress beyond the scale they can control
through continuous personal intervention.

Allan, Managing Director, WP Ltd
MD2MD is the place where you will get asked
the penetrating ‘dumb’ question that makes you
think… and then moves your mindset. Likewise,
a dozen business leaders don’t have time to get
into the depth of discussion that you might with
a business coach. But they can give you a vast
range of alternative perspectives. From the
hawk to the dove, and usually the maverick who
comes from left field with a wild angle too.

Why? More success with less stress
MD2MD is clear; our purpose is to enhance the
success of your business by enabling and
encouraging you to be the very best leader of
that business you can be.
“Meetings have been proven to be a fantastic
sounding board to sense check the
day-to-day business decisions I am having
to make”
Ian, Managing Director Cl Ltd
Our aim is that our meetings enhance your
confidence, competence and motivation. We
believe that by enabling you to develop your
thinking with people like you, we enable you to:
●

Make (even) better decisions

●

Engage and motivate your staff (even)
more effectively

●

Develop (even) clearer and (even) more
effective strategies

We use the word “even” deliberately as our
members are already good enough leaders to
realise the importance of taking time away from
the immediate challenges of running a business
to be able to lead effectively.

How? Support and challenge from
peers
The essence of MD2MD is to create a mutually
supportive peer to peer relationship between
you and fellow business leaders.
You are encouraged to give and to receive
equally. To support when a fellow member feels
challenged and to challenge when they don’t.
“It’s been extremely useful to share thoughts
and experiences with fellow business
leaders during a period of unprecedented
challenge.”
Adrian, Managing Director T plc
You are encouraged to share thoughts, tips and
tools from your experience that others might find
useful in exchange for them reciprocating. To
learn from their successes and mistakes and to
share yours such that they can learn too.

Sadly the people who most need MD2MD, those
who are rushing around fighting fires, never join.
They never pause to work out why and how
those fires are lighting or who is lighting them
and why. Consequently, their businesses
plateau as they fail to develop the leadership
approach necessary for their business to
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How? Continuous improvement
Our aim is that you find all of our meetings:
●

Enjoyable: You want to be there

●

Interesting: You are provoked to think

And most importantly:
●

Useful: You are inspired to act

The last is key. We aim that you leave every
meeting with at least one valuable action to
implement. That may be a strategy clarified, a
decision confirmed (or reversed) or a behaviour
adjusted. Whether a big strategic decision or a
small behaviour change, taking action is the
goal of our meetings.
If you make one small improvement to your
leadership after each meeting, then over time
that compounds and your success with it.
“MD2MD meetings are a great, safe place to
test out your options for a difficult problem
and approach it from a range of viewpoints
from people of equal stature. This helps you
steer a course that you will feel more
comfortable with than when you started just
20 minutes before.”
Chris, Managing Director, CE Ltd
Some members have been with us for
approaching twenty years, in which time they
have developed into very accomplished and
competent leaders full of insights from their own
experience and also from observing patterns in
the behaviour of others.

What? Practical peers and inspiring
ideas
The core of MD2MD is the business leader and
the confidential business leadership challenge
board discussions they can join.
MD2MD also recognises that the most important
challenge for most business leaders is to
develop their team. Doing so enables the
business to grow and enables the leader to take
on bigger and bigger challenges. It is also a
critical part of a professional succession or exit
plan.

One of the most important, but least visible
benefits of MD2MD membership is the
community of fellow business leaders. We find
that whilst MD2MD members come from varied
geographies, sectors and backgrounds, they
share some characteristics in common.
MD2MD members are all leaders, and by being
involved with MD2MD they are signalling a
degree of ambition to raise their game and a
degree of humility in recognising they can be an
even better leader.
Further than that, we find most members do, like
us, believe that business can and should be a
force for good in the world.
The fundamental purpose of business is to solve
a problem in the world and to do so well enough
that others are willing to pay for that solution.
Income whether salary, dividends or otherwise
can only be sustainably generated by helping
others address their problems.
For more on our beliefs, values and purpose
and how we endeavour to be a diverse and
inclusive leader at the forefront of ethical
business, visit www.MD2MD.co.uk/purpose.

MD2MD is also a Senior Management
and Leadership Development
Programme
The main premium membership grades
(Leadership team online and Leadership team
blended) include places at almost all events for
the senior management team - the immediate
people reporting to the business leader member.
Whilst the leadership challenge board meeting
has to be strictly confidential as it needs to be
the safe space where a business leader can
discuss their most tricky challenges with
independent peers they know, all other meetings
are, for Leadership team grade members, also
open to their team.
MD2MD is therefore also a great opportunity to
develop your team efficiently, effectively and
economically. We encourage all members to opt
for the “Leadership team Online” or “Leadership
team Blended” memberships that allow them to
invite members of their senior team to attend all
but the confidential Leadership Challenge Board
meetings.
MD2MD membership is a superb ongoing
Senior Management Development Programme
(SMDP) or Leadership Development
Programme (LDP).
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Think gym!
MD2MD can be thought of as being like a gym
membership for your leadership brain.
Just as you may attend a gym to keep your body
fit as a person, we encourage you to keep the
leadership brain of your senior leadership fit by
joining MD2MD!

the challenge, to choose the action appropriate
for you from the wide range of views expressed.
Similar in principle to the well proven business
school approach of case studies, the difference
with MD2MD is that you are discussing real
leadership challenges faced by real people
today. And you are encouraged to present real
solutions that you would implement if you were
actually in the shoes of your fellow member.

Just as you attend as much as you wish and use
the machines you wish, MD2MD is flexible and
for the recommended levels of membership you
have similar unlimited access.

The leadership challenge board meeting is
strictly confidential to create a safe space where
a business leader can discuss their most tricky
challenges with independent peers they know
well.

Like fitness, being a great leader is a continuous
improvement journey that wise people like you
invest in regularly!

Membership of a confidential leadership
challenge group is optional. If a member
chooses to join a peer group, they must commit
to regular attendance so that they develop the
depth of relationship necessary to enable
friendly but direct challenge. In the event of
absences their membership of the group is at
the discretion of their fellow members in the
group.

The leadership challenge board
(the core of the MD2MD community)

Business leader membership includes the option
of eight 90 minute online leadership challenge
board meetings each year

This strictly confidential meeting of business
leader members is sometimes known as “the
board without the baggage” because there is no
hidden agenda, other than “I’ll help you if you’ll
help me”. Also sometimes known as “the board
you could never afford” our structured process is
designed to deploy the century or two of
experience in the room to address a real current
practical business challenge faced by a member
of the group.
“I feel blessed to be in this group, to be
accompanied and inspired through this
unprecedented turbulent time.”

These meetings are strictly confidential and
attendance is limited to the business leader
member only.

Speaker led workshops, Speaker
webinars and Sponsored briefings

Grace, Managing Director, CR Ltd

MD2MD offers the opportunity for you and your
leadership team to discover world leading best
practice.

The conversations are managed through a well
honed process that encourages constructively
challenging input within a structure that
recognises it is for you, the business leader with

We employ top national and international
professional practitioner speakers to
complement the immediate focus of the
leadership challenge board with outside insights
into best practice in a specific area relevant to a
business leader.
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“MD2MD gives me the opportunity to travel
across industries. It is an excellent
environment for business leaders to listen,
learn and share experiences. The speakers
too are a great investment of my time.”
Jamie, Chief Executive, CI Ltd
The subject matter varies immensely. Examples
include: Pricing, Key account management,
Onboarding, Website effectiveness, Conflict
management, Mindset, Team building, Strategy
development, Innovation, Recruitment, Strategic
sales management, Performance management
and many others.
We give you some ability to choose the topics
most suitable to you and your business without
dismissing the importance of encouraging you to
consider sessions that might reveal ‘unknown
unknowns’.
Speaker workshops
Speaker workshops are not confidential and are
intended to be interactive. All attendees are
required to have their cameras on and
encouraged to participate both verbally, through
text chat and through polls and similar tools.

cameras on and interactivity is via the text chat
box.
All grades of membership include attendance at
all webinars.
Sponsored speaker briefings
Sponsored briefings may be presented as a
workshop or webinar. The key difference is that
whilst MD2MD feels the session will be of
interest to members MD2MD is not funding the
speaker. The speaker is being paid for by a
sponsor with an interest in promoting their
angle; appropriately and in the context of adding
value!
All grades of membership include attendance at
all sponsored events.

Trending topic discussion groups

Consequently we limit the number of places at
each workshop. Whilst we endeavour to put on
enough workshops to meet all demand, places
are subject to availability and must be booked in
advance.
Our recommended Leadership team
membership grades allow the business leader
and their immediate team or their business
leader guests to attend as many workshops as
practical.
At least one workshop and often more are
scheduled to take place most non-holiday weeks
other than December.
Business leader membership includes one place
in a workshop for each of the ten operating
months. A total of 15 hours of speaker-led
workshops available over the year.
Speaker webinars

Whilst many leadership challenges are
perennial, the political, economic, social and
technical environment for business changes
over time. As a result we notice themes occur in
our peer group discussions.
Trending topic discussion groups are an ad hoc
chance for members to meet, share and discuss
best practice in an area of shared interest with
other members from different sectors and
countries. They are offered approximately
monthly as the need for a discussion is
identified.Members should have their cameras
on and interactivity is via the text chat box.
Attendance is open to all with Business leader
memberships and for those with the
recommended Leadership team membership to
their immediate reports too.

Speaker webinars are similar to workshops but
have unlimited attendees and are not fully
interactive. There is no requirement to have
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Special interest groups

leaders learning with and from leaders to a
larger scale by interviewing experienced and
interesting business leaders on stage.
Then, more importantly, we encourage business
leaders like you to engage directly with them
through questions and answers from the
audience and through private conversations with
them and with fellow business leaders between
sessions.

A cross between leadership challenge boards
and Trending topics discussion groups, our
special interest groups (SIG) bring together
members who have a common interest on an
ongoing basis.
Our groups may be based on sector, on role, on
ownership model, according to a common
challenge or indeed by any ongoing shared
interest where members have a keenness to
discuss.
We will run as many special interest groups as
members are willing to attend. As such the
number of groups may vary and change over
time. Examples of groups envisaged include
Manufacturing SIG, Professional firm SIG,
Finance directors SIG, Family owned SIG and a
VC backed pre-revenue SIG.
Special interest groups are a chance for
members to meet, share and discuss challenges
relating to an area of shared interest. They meet
as often as guided by members of the group.

Business leader membership includes a place
for the member at this non-confidential one day
event. Our recommended Leadership team
memberships include places for the leadership
team at the event. See terms and conditions
below for details.

Retreat to advance (Optional)
Continuous improvement is core to our ethos.
Sometimes however it is worth checking that not
only are you getting better and better at
progressing in the direction you are, but also
that you are heading in the right direction.
“The regular online meetings help me get a
quick grasp on what’s really going on.”
Val, Managing Director TRC Ltd

Attendance is open to all with Business leader
memberships and for those with the
recommended Leadership team membership to
their immediate reports too.

LeaderFest – Our annual conference

LeaderFest is our annual conference - with a
difference. As with everything MD2MD you will
find the emphasis is on pragmatic action.
Rather than sitting listening to speeches and
talks you will discover LeaderFest encourages
interaction. We adapt our core approach of

Our retreat to advance event is an opportunity
for you as an MD2MD member to pause, step
back and think. To consider where you are
heading and why.
For this annual two-day event with an overnight
together we choose a pleasant environment
conducive to calm thought, contemplation and
inspiration. Usually somewhere that has stood
the test of time and weathered many storms.
“The leadership challenge board meetings
are a highlight. It has been so useful to share
experiences, understand ever-changing
situations and receive sound advice from
fellow MDs so I can deliver clear and
confident direction to the staff and fellow
directors.”
Justin, Managing Director LG Ltd
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We endeavour to create space and time for you
to think and to consider, with the help of fellow
members that you have got to know and trust,
what matters to you and how your business
contributes to your life.
Whilst business is the core to our activity, this is
not a spiritual or religious retreat, though there
are similarities. Your success in leading your
business, whether you own it or not, is likely to
be influenced significantly by your health, your
mindset and your own happiness.
Our aim is that you return from the retreat more
relaxed with greater clarity over your medium to
long term goals such that you can ensure your
business plans and actions support their
achievement.
The retreat to advance is strictly confidential and
attendance is limited to the business leader
member only. Organisation and facilitation of
this optional event is included in the
subscription. Venue costs are not. See terms
and conditions below for details.
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Membership options and benefits

Monthly
Subscription

Speaker
Insights

Business
leader
membership

Leadership
team online

Leadership
team blended

£195 + vat
£225 from Oct 2022

£245 + vat
£295 from Oct 2022

£395 + vat
£425 from Oct 2022

£775 + vat
£795 from Oct 2022

Strictly confidential
Leadership
challenge board

8 per annum online
group
N/A

8 per annum online
group

8 per annum online
group

Optional but
regular attendance
required
Speaker
workshops

4 per annum in
person group

1 booking per
operating month

1 booking per
operating month

Scheduled weekly
except holiday
weeks

(10 months per
annum)

(10 months per
annum)

Speaker webinars
Approximately 4-6
per annum

Unlimited

Sponsored speaker
briefings
Trending topics
discussion groups

Unlimited online

Unlimited online

(Limited only by
availability)

Leader plus two at
in person meetings

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

N/A

One place for
business leader at
all such events of
interest

Unlimited

Unlimited

N/A

One place in all
relevant groups

Unlimited
membership of
relevant groups

Unlimited
membership of
relevant groups

Additional cost of
£495 + vat

One place

Three places

Unlimited places

Additional cost of
£995 + vat

Business leader
only

Business leader
only

Business leader
only

Ad hoc
Special interest
groups
Regular group not
confidential
LeaderFest

Retreat to advance
Two days including
overnight
(Optional)

plus

Facilitation cost as
stated, venue cost
extra)
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Simple, no commitment terms
There is no minimum contract period. There is no joining fee and membership can be terminated at any
time. We only want as members people who value what we do and participate actively.
Membership fees include the organisation of, administration of, facilitation of, and primary content for
MD2MD events. They do not include accommodation, facility and catering costs and other sundry
expenses. These are payable directly to the venue, or if recharged through MD2MD, immediately upon
invoice by MD2MD.

Simple guarantee
We at MD2MD guarantee that you, the business leader, will be satisfied with our service - at all times. If
ever you feel we have not delivered a service to your satisfaction, simply tell us and we will refund that
month’s membership fee. And if things really aren’t working between us, as there is no notice required,
membership can be terminated immediately with no obligation either way.

Holidays and the annual meeting schedule
MD2MD Speaker led workshops are scheduled throughout the year with a reduced schedule during
holiday periods and none in December.
MD2MD peer groups do not meet in holiday weeks (a week containing a bank holiday) and stop for the
second half of December until the first full week of January so in practice a six weekly cycle translates to
eight meetings per annum.
Complementary services - Coaching, mentoring and facilitation
The MD2MD team are also available to provide coaching, mentoring and board workshop facilitation
services for fees from £300 + vat. Further details are available at www.MD2MD.co.uk/Services/.

Why join? Return on investment
You will probably gain tangible and measurable and direct benefits such as new business and cost
savings resulting from MD2MD membership.
It is the inevitable consequence of you mixing with other great enthusiastic entrepreneurial business
leaders that they share knowledge and opportunities. But such outcomes are an accident of managed
good fortune, not our purpose.
Whilst absolutely critical to successful business leadership, our fundamental purpose and the most
valuable consequence of membership is completely intangible, indirect and unprovable.
Members say MD2MD membership increases the true (as opposed to displayed) confidence they have in
their decisions, actions and behaviour. Having reviewed their thinking with a dozen peers they know their
decision is at least a reasonable one.
This increases their self-belief and their conviction in communication – because despite the confident
external persona great leaders are often very self-critical as they strive to be the best leader they can be.
“We have met our growth targets in sales and profits over the last five years and being a member of MD2MD
was a key contributor to that success” John, Managing Director, SBS

The support of their fellow members has a useful side benefit too. Members say that when they act after
having reviewed a situation with a group of sensible pragmatic peers, they feel more satisfied and less
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stressed when making difficult decisions. They know they have made a reasonable decision in the
circumstances whatever the outcome that results.

Quantifying the business case
To those needing a fairly rigorous business case for MD2MD membership we suggest that they attend a
meeting and ask themselves three key questions.
Can I see how an MD2MD meeting would enable me to:
●

Develop an even stronger, clearer and more coherent strategy?

●

Make even better decisions?

●

Engage and motivate my team even more effectively?

That will be a judgement call but one that you are well qualified to make. If the answer to just one is yes,
the returns will be there.
If you qualify for MD2MD membership, you:
●

are likely to have staff costs in excess of £1M per
annum. A tiny % improvement in engagement,
motivation, retention, productivity or effectiveness is
worth far more to you than the cost of membership.

●

probably make decisions worth £10k+ regularly,
£100k+ quite often and sometimes £1M+. If you get
just one such decision more right as a result of
membership your subscription is justified.

●

would probably prefer to have your strategic thinking
challenged by practical business leaders you know
and trust than pay £5k - £50k (or more) to a strategy
consultancy or an additional non-executive director.

MD2MD – Our heritage
We started in 2004 and from then until 2020 provided 3500 places at nearly 500 in-person meetings with
over 150 different speakers for well over 100 members and over 800 guests.
After 1000 attendances at 200 online workshops in 2020 we began to offer both fully blended (in-person
and online) and online only memberships. We believe we are now the largest organiser of online
business leader peer group meetings comprising both professional speaker led workshops and
leadership challenge board discussions in the UK.
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